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“The formal appearance of an object should not just be the result of hours spent analyzing the problem or
producing a large number of drawings. In many cases it is the visual consequence of an idea, of a process,
of a function or simply of an intuition” writes Jasper Morrison in A Book of Things, Lars Mueller Publisher,
2015. With these convictions, Jasper Morrison designed Ink, a desk where the form is a consequence of the
purpose. A desk is more of a place than an object. That is where ideas take shape and are turned into writings
or projects. Concentration is the main requisite. Ink is made of American walnut, it is trapezoidal in shape and
you access it by opening a door which is tilted to become a work top. Inside the compartment, three drawers,
LED lighting and another compartment fitted with sockets for connecting all kinds of electronic devices, even
if the name Ink recalls traditional handwriting done with pen, ink and paper, but above all with ideas.
FEATURES
The inner compartment includes three drawers and an electrified insert. The writing desk is available in two
versions: with or without inner lighting.
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FINISHES
American walnut

DIMENSIONS
writing desk without inner lighting
W 1100 D 428/846 H 1300
W 43 1/4” D 16 7/8”/ 33 1/2” H 51 1/8”

2 international UNEL power socket
2 USB recharge (5V - 1A)

flap closed

flap open

2—
2
740

29 1/8”

ISC11/13

writing desk with inner lighting
W 1100 D 428/846 H 1300
W 43 1/4” D 16 7/8”/ 33 1/2” H 51 1/8”
2 international UNEL power socket
2 USB recharge (5V - 1A)

flap closed

flap open

740

29 1/8”

ISC11/13K
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FINISHES
MOLTENI&C
RANGE
IX.2016

woods

marbles

metal parts

eucalyptus

white carrara

black chrome

american walnut

RED LAGUNA

shiny aluminium

GRAPHITE OAK

emperador dark

pewter colour

grey oak

black marquina

copper

black oak

SAHARA NOIR

dwell
door frame, track covering profilES
dark elm

anodised aluminium

GRES
light elm

white

cedar

anthracite

The finishes shown are indicative and refer to the entire production range. We recommend that you consult the
“Colour Range” samples which shown the complete range of finishes, including those not shown here. Molteni&C
reserves the right to modify the range without warning.

brown aluminium

